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Aquatic Sport Review - Background

The LSV Board commissioned the Aquatic Sport Review in 2017/18.

Objective

• To identify the issues/challenges associated with the delivery of Aquatic Sport

and recommend solutions for improvement

Goal

• Better before bigger

Outcomes

• Five priority areas (PA) to be addressed:

1. Developing People (PA1)

2. Prioritising safety (PA2)

3. Upgrading technology (PA3)

4. Increasing promotion (PA4)

5. Improving evaluation (PA5)

• Two-year Work Plan for implementing the priority areas developed.

• A copy of the Review report, Work Plan and quarterly reports is available at

www.lsv.com.au/sportreview.

http://www.lsv.com.au/sportreview


Aquatic Sport Review – Year 1 Highlights

Appointment of the Development Officer, with a 

focus on developing Officials and Coaches.

Prioritising Safety

Phase 1 of the Aquatic Sport Risk Management 

Review project completed.

Increasing Promotion

Successful introduction of TeamApp, new 

equipment, professional photographers and 

media plans for events introduced.

Improving Evaluation

Year 1 Monitoring & Evaluation project 

completed with a series of recommendations to 

increase satisfaction and participation.

Developing People



Upgrading Technology (PA3)

Recommendation Year 1 Outcomes

✓ Apps scoped and in the build phase:

• Entries App

• Event App

• Marshalling

• ARRO (water safety)

• Results

• R&R Judging App

• Rostering App

✓ Feasibility and sporting landscape analysis to 

inform process, policy and event 

management

A focus on better use of technology to improve 

the ease of use, reduce administration, increase 

efficiency and make things more fun, while 

working with the national bodies and clubs to 

improve integration between systems. 

Highlight

The Apps being built have the potential to have 

the greatest positive impact on Sport with 

increased efficiency, accuracy and member 

satisfaction.  Stakeholder consultation and a 

clear implementation plan, including testing and 

trialing, will be critical in Year 2.



Upgrading Technology (PA3)

How we got here….

• Reviewed existing systems, their status and future plans

• Met with key stakeholders from SLSA, Interstate and International lifesaving bodies

• There have been some very recent changes how we can access data in Surf Guard, which 

we all know is the central membership system owned by Surf Life Saving Australia

• These very recent changes have given us the ability to develop new apps and improve 

existing ones.

• Challenges with Carnival Manager & SEMS.. So we have combined a product from 

New Zealand with some new LSV apps which we are trialling this season

• Focus was ensuring that:

• We were not ‘re-creating the wheel’

• We considered options with least risk

• There was the best use of funds and resourcing investment

• Timeline to be able to deliver for Sport in Victoria was 19/20

Entries App

• Replacement

• Stage 1 - highest priority to roll out for Team Manager entries (19/20)

• Stage 2 – Team Manager and/or Parent entry (20/21)



Upgrading Technology (PA3)

Event App

• Enhancement (Marshalling, Water Safety /ARRO, Results)

• Stage 1 – Side by side use with existing processes, to confirm what works and what 

doesn’t, training required, hardware required etc. (19/20)

• Stage 2 – System rollout (20/21)

R&R Judging App
• Enhancement

• Stage 1 – Side by side use with existing process, rollout in 19/20 where possible

Rostering App
• Enhancement

• Stage 1 – Side by side use with existing process, rollout in 20/21



SportApp - Entries

Overview
• For the 2019/20 Season, we will be utilising a new Carnival Entry app, SportApp for all 

entries at all carnivals

• Stage 1 – Entries and reporting only

• Stage 1 – Team Managers to continue to submit entries

Training
• Week beginning 16 September focus groups will be testing SportApp

• Mid October training manuals will go up on the LSV website
• Week beginning 22 October, training sessions will be held as part of the Aquatic Sports 

PD series Workshop #3

Go Live
• Mid October 2019

• Endurance Championships will be the first carnival using SportApp-Entries

Further information

• More detailed information about SportApp, and a live demo of the system will be held in 

the Team Manager session (1.30pm – 2.10pm) of the Conference



SportApp - Entries



SportApp – Entries



SportApp – Entries



Life Saving Victoria Team App

• After a successful implementation of Team App with Aquatic Sport 

during the 2018/19 season, Team App has now been 

implemented across LSV

• Aquatic Sport Team App deleted and replaced by LSV Team App

• The new “Life Saving Victoria” Team App will enable more direct 

and concise communication with members who require 

information in real time

• Numerous categories within Sport

• Coaches/Officials – only accredited members will be granted 

access

• Team Managers – nominated Team Manager granted access, all 

others to be approved by club

• Team App can be used through a mobile application or Website 

at: https://lifesavingvictoria.teamapp.com/

https://lifesavingvictoria.teamapp.com/


Life Saving Victoria Team App

How do I sign up for the Lifesaving Team App?

1. Tap search from the main screen. 

2. Search for your team “LIFE SAVING VICTORIA” in the search bar at the 

top of the screen 

3. Click on the team to join. 

4. Once joined you will be able to access alerts, resources, chat (some 

users only) and other useful links as we evolve. Note: Different 

teams/access groups may request different information when joining.



Technology

• Timing has been very tight to get the apps ready for this 

season

• Please remember, giving it a go comes with its own 

challenges

• We need your support and patience as the apps are used 

this season

• We seek your respectful feedback as we work together to 

give it a go.



Q&A


